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Analysis of in situ images of Bose-Einstein condensates of lithium

C. C. Bradley, C. A. Sackett, and R. G. Hulet
Physics Department and Rice Quantum Institute, Rice University, Houston, Texas 77005-1892

~Received 23 December 1996!

The initial evidence for Bose-Einstein condensation~BEC! of 7Li consisted of image distortions that sud-
denly appeared as the gas was evaporatively cooled to near the transition temperature. We present results of a
model of the imaging system used to produce these images. The model confirms that the distortions are a
sensitive indicator of BEC, but shows that they make quantitative analysis difficult. We find that the distortions
resulted from light scattered by the condensate, in conjunction with aberrations in the imaging lens.
@S1050-2947~97!05305-5#

PACS number~s!: 03.75.Fi, 05.30.Jp, 32.80.Pj
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In a previous Letter@1#, we reported evidence for Bose
Einstein condensation~BEC! of a gas of7Li atoms. In a trap,
condensate atoms result in a narrow peak in the spatial
sity distribution. In principle, this narrow peak may be o
served using an optical probe to produce absorption ima
of the cloud, but in our experiment the optical resolution w
insufficient to directly image the condensate peak. Inste
halolike distortions surrounding the central absorption f
ture appeared abruptly when the gas was cooled to nea
transition point, suggesting that a significant change in
spatial distribution had taken place. The appearance of th
halos was originally attributed to light scattered by the co
densate, and subsequently diffracted from the imaging
aperture. In this Brief Report, we describe a model of
imaging system that shows that the distortions were ind
an indicator of the presence of a condensate, but that
were produced in conjunction with lens aberrations rat
than diffraction from the aperture. Our original qualitativ
analysis of the images suggested a number of conden
atoms that was substantially greater than theoretical pre
tions @2# and our subsequently measured values@3#. The im-
aging model now provides a more quantitative understand
of the images, and resolves this discrepancy.

The apparatus was described in detail in previous pu
cations @1,4#. Lithium atoms are confined in a permanen
magnet trap that provides a nearly isotropic harmonic tr
ping potential with an average oscillation frequencyn5135
Hz @5#. Approximately 23108 atoms were loaded into th
trap, laser cooled to about 200mK, and then evaporatively
cooled to temperatures near 100 nK. After cooling,
trapped atom distribution was observed byin situ absorption
imaging using a near-resonant optical probe. The absorp
shadow formed by the cloud in the probe laser beam
imaged onto a charge-coupled device~CCD! camera. The
probe had an intensityI51 mW/cm2, a duration of 30ms,
and a detuning ofD522.560.5G, whereG55.9 MHz is
the natural linewidth of the 2S1/2↔2P3/2 transition.

Calculated atom distributions were fit to the image data
obtain values for the total number of atomsN and the tem-
peratureT. In the simple analysis employed in Ref.@1#, the
clouds were modeled using Boltzmann statistics, which g
a Gaussian density profile. From the fitted values ofN and
T, the phase-space density was estimated usingN/Nc , where
Nc51.202(kBT/hn)3. For temperatures of approximate
551050-2947/97/55~5!/3951~3!/$10.00
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500 nK, these estimates indicated that the clouds were ne
quantum degenerate. When cooled to lower temperatures
images manifested the sudden appearance of a halolike
gion of ‘‘negative absorption.’’ A cross section of an imag
exhibiting these distortions is shown in Fig. 1. Fitting th
distorted images to Gaussian distributions resulted in ph
space densities implying a number of condensate ato
N0, as large as 10

5. These values were higher than expect
since in our experiment, interatomic interactions were p
dicted to limit the condensate number to less than appr
mately 1400 atoms@2#.

In order to understand the unexpected values ofN0 and
the origin of the halos, a detailed model of the formation
images was developed. This model includes the nonclass
density distribution of the atoms, the effect of the atom clo
on the probe laser beam, and the propagation of the co

FIG. 1. Cross section taken from an absorption image of a7Li
cloud, showing halolike distortions as previously described@1#. At
small radii, the probe intensity is reduced due to absorption fr
the cloud. Near radii of about 30mm, there is a region of ‘‘negative
absorption,’’ where the image intensity is nearly 5% brighter th
the background level. The imaging magnification is 2.4 and
CCD pixels are 19mm319 mm squares.
3951 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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3952 55BRIEF REPORTS
ently scattered light through the imaging optics. The incid
field E0 is considered to be uniform and to propagate alo
the z axis. In passing through the cloud, the probe field
attenuated and acquires a phase shift. This results in an
ject field given byEP5E0e

ib, whereb is a spatially varying
complex phase. For an atom density distributionn(x,y,z),
b is given by@6#

b~x,y!5f1
ia

2
52

1

2E n~x,y,z!s0G~2D2 iG!

4D212V21G2 dz,

~1!

wherea is the optical density,f is the dispersive phase
s05l2/p is the resonant light scattering cross section, a
V25Is0G/\v is the square of the Rabi frequency, for tra
sition angular frequencyv and wavelengthl. The simple
analysis of Ref.@1# assumed perfect imaging, in which ca
the detected signal isI A(x,y)5uEP(x,y)u25I 0e

2a(x,y) and
depends only on the optical density. However, the imag
system actually suffered from both a limited aperture a
spherical aberration.

To include the effect of imperfect imaging in the mode
the imaged field may be calculated by the convolution of
object fieldEP with the point-transfer function of the imag
ing systemG. The functionG is the field produced at the
image plane by a point source at the object plane, an
determined by analyzing the propagation of light through
imaging optics given the known lens composition and geo
etry. It can be written as a diffraction integral@7#:

G~p!5CE
S
e2 ikq•peikW~R!dS. ~2!

The relevant quantities are illustrated in Fig. 2:eikW(R) is the
field distribution on the exit pupilS, p is the displacemen
from the central image pointP, q is the unit vector fromP to
a surface elementdS on S, and R gives the location of
dS. The normalizationC and the wave numberk5vc are
constants. The phase errorW(R) is the phase of the light a
the exit pupil relative to a diffraction-limited spherical wav
front converging onP. It may be estimated by tracing ligh
rays from the object pointO to points on the exit pupil,

FIG. 2. Illustration showing the imaging system for the expe
ment of Ref.@1#, for the purpose of calculating the point-transf
function. Light from an object pointO is collected by a set of lense
L and imaged onto the image plane near the geometrical im
pointP. The displacement of the image pointP8 from P is given by
p. The surfaceS is the exit pupil of the optics, consisting of
section of a sphere centered onP. A particular ray fromO to P
intersectsS at a positionR.
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takingW(R) to be the difference in optical path length fo
the central ray and a ray having radiusR on S.

Convolution ofEP andG is simplified for small objects
located near the optical axis of the imaging system, since
object points will have approximately the same cylindrica
symmetric point-transfer function. The image fieldEI at
point r is then given by

EI~r !5E EPS r 8mDG~r 82r !dx8dy8, ~3!

wherer 82r5p in Fig. 2. SinceEP is calculated in the objec
plane, it is scaled by the magnificationm. In the experiment,
the optical system consisted of a 3-cm-diam doublet an
matching meniscus lens@8# located approximately 16 cm
from the atom cloud. The phase error was calculated us
the known lens specifications, and found to have the fo
W(R)5B2R

21B4R
41B6R

6, with B4520.875l cm24 and
B650.0066l cm26. The value ofB2 depends on the choic
of image distance. At the paraxial focusB250, but the op-
timum focal position will be different because theR4 term,
corresponding to negative spherical aberration, causes
marginal rays to focus further from the lens than the para
rays. Experimentally, the optics were focused using incoh
ent light obtained by illuminating a 200-mK cloud with a set
of transverse laser beams. The image distance was adju
to give the highest peak intensity on the camera. This cho
of focus is reproduced in the model at the val
B252.5l cm22.

Because the atoms scatter photons during the probe p
the imaging model incorporates a time-dependent den
distribution. The density is initially given by an equilibrium
Bose-Einstein distribution@9#, but evolves due to the heatin
caused by the probe. The value of the detuning was a
adjusted to account for the changing Doppler shift of t
accelerating atoms. The resulting instantaneous profiles
then averaged over time to give the final image.

Using the model, absorption images are generated
compared to the data. Calculated image profiles are show
Fig. 3 for distributions with a temperature of 150 nK an
various condensate populations. Comparison with Fig
shows that the curve forN051500 atoms is in reasonabl
agreement with the data, demonstrating that the original d
were consistent with a limited condensate number when
perfect imaging is taken into account.

In order to explain how the phase-space density can
overestimated by fitting with a simple Gaussian, model i
age profiles were calculated for particular values ofN and
T, and subjected to the same analysis used in Ref.@1#. For
profiles calculated from degenerate distributions, signific
overestimates occur. As an example, the profile w
N051500 in Fig. 3 corresponds toN/Nc51.1, but results in
N/Nc.7 when fitted by a Gaussian. This effect occurs b
cause the imaging distortions produce profiles that app
narrower~colder! and stronger~denser! than would be ob-
served with perfect imaging.

The halos observed in the images arise from lens abe
tions that cause different regions of the object fieldEP to
overlap and interfere in the image plane. This interferen
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makes the image sensitive to spatial variations in the ph
of EP . Because the spatially small condensate produce
large phase shift, its presence can greatly enhance the d
tion of the profiles. The aberrations of the imaging syst
are, in fact, such that there is a strong correlation betw
halo strength and condensate number. To show this con
tion, the halo intensity is plotted in Fig. 4 as a function
N/Nc , for T5150 nK andD522G. The figure demon-
strates that aberrations result in only a weak halo for non
generate clouds. As the condensate forms, the object
changes dramatically, and there is a corresponding sharp
in the halo strength.

In principle, the density distribution can be determin
even for imperfect resolution, as long as the coherent po
transfer functionG is known. In practice, however, quant

FIG. 3. Modeled absorption image profiles of Bose-Einstein d
tributions of trapped atoms, for the imaging system of Ref.@1#. The
profiles are for 150-nK distributions with condensate numbersN0

and total numbersN as shown. The probe detuning is 2G. Image
distortions increase sharply as atoms are added to the conde
and appear as halos surrounding the central absorption fea
These image profiles are obtained by a convolution of the calcul
object fieldE0exp(ib) with imaging system point-transfer function
The calculation includes heating of the cloud due to the probe.
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tative analysis is impaired by uncertainty inG, largely due to
the uncertainty in the experimental object and image d
tances. Therefore, we have recently replaced the imag
system with one having much smaller aberrations. Furth
more, we have developed a phase-contrast imaging t
nique that minimizes the type of distortions described in t
paper, as it is sensitive to small dispersive phase shifts
tained for large probe detunings. Under identical experim
tal conditions in which halos were originally observed, t
new high-resolution images directly reveal7Li condensates
@3#. Using these images, quantitative analysis indicate
maximum number of 10506 300 condensate atoms, in re
sonable agreement with the theoretical limit.

We are grateful to Mark Welling for his comments on th
manuscript. This work was supported by the National S
ence Foundation and the Welch Foundation.
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FIG. 4. The peak intensity of halo distortions for calculat
images of 150-nK clouds as a function of the number of atoms
the cloud. The BEC phase transition is seen to be correlated w
sharp rise in the halo intensity. The halo intensity is given relat
to the background probe intensity. At this temperatureNc is
1.53104 atoms, and the point with the largest number of ato
corresponds toN051500.
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